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Editorial

In its vain attempt to enslave Asia and

organise war against the Soviet Union, Amer-

ican imperialism has ordered the reactionary

Yoshida~government of Japan to enter into

treaty relations with the jacks! Kuomintang

remnants in Taiwan, Ironclad evidence of

Washington's bloodthirsty dream of minvnding

China may be found in Yoshida’a own US.—

dictated description of the proposed “treaty"

as “applicable to all territories which are now,

or which may hereafter be, under the control"

of the defeated Kuomintang.

This mad raving is proof not only of the

criminal plans of American imperialism but of

the constant shrinking of its power to achieve

them. Washington must be in dire straits

indeed to build its calculations on the issue of

an arranged marriage between a deathbed

patient and a foul-smelling corpse.

This new U.S.—engineered provocation,

with its declaration of open enmity to the

Chinese people, is another grave step in the

plot of American and British imperialism to

unleash a new war in the Far East. The

attempt to crerte a military threat against the

People's Republic of China is a new link in

the chain that includes the attack on the

Korean Democratic People’s Republic, the pro-

stituting of the United Nations to this attack,

the bogus, L's-imposed “peace treaty” with

Japan signed at San Francisco, the rearmament

of Japan, and the bilateral military pacts which

the United States has concludeé with reaction—

ary governments in Japarc Australia and New

Zealsnd, all of which are directed against the

peoples of Asia. Military provocations are also

being organised by the Us. along China's

southern borders, through the concentration,

now becoming more and more open, of puppet

Kuomintang troops in northern Viet—Nsm and

Thailand. Such actions must rouse the peoples‘

vigilance still more. To preserve the peace of

the world, the peoples must and can oppose

and defeat them.

The U.S.sponsored collaboration between

the defeated Kunmintang End the defeated

Japanese reactionaries is not new. It did not

rave the aggressor in Asia bemre, and will not

do so now. By contrast the forces that doom
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all imperialist plots in the Far East are greater

than ever. The Sine—Soviet Treaty of Friend

ship, Alliance and Mutual Assistance, in

defence of the peace and security of the Far

East, now stands out in all its great significance,

The Japaneae people are increasingly indignant

against the sale of their political, military and

economic independence by a government which

has reduced Japan to the status of an imperialist

too]. They will fight ever more militantly for

their freedom. They will not long tolerate a

government that is totally alienating itself from

Asia, making itself an outcast among the

peoples of the Orient, like the despised Kuo—

mintang remnants and the obscene Syngman

Rhee gang in Korea.

In his subservience to the U.S. war plans,

Yoshida is leading Japan along the road to

economic ruin by cutting it off from the Asian

economic system, from the possibility of trade

relations based on equality and mutual benefit.

Through marmament, he is also leading Japan

to military suicide. In the meantime, the

Japanese people are intensifying their struggle

for a democratic Japan in a peaceful Asia. In

this they have the warm sympathy oi the

Chinese people, all other Asian peoples and

the entire great camp of peace headed by the

Soviet Union.

The peoples of America and Britain too

are bound to become increasingly restive.

The British people are becoming tired of the

constant sellout of their political and economic

interests to the masters oi Wall Street. The

American people have already learned a great

deal from the heartless expenditure of their

sons‘ lives in Korea for the super-profits oi

multimillionaire; They will not long tolerate

the evil webs of intrigue woven by Mr. John

Foster Dulles, whose International Nickel Com-

pany shares take a new upward leap with

every provocation he arranges with the Syng-

man Rhees, Yoshidas and Chiang Kai-sheks.

It is too lste for such plots!

The peoples of Asia, whose noble achieve.

merits and aspirations are the direct target of

the imperialist enslavers, will expand their

struggle for peace and destroy every new

scheme of the aggressors doomed by history.
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The Class Character of Mam

Liu Shoo-chi

In a class society, man’s class character

forms the very nature and substance of man.

In a class society all human beings exist

as human beings of a particular class. There-

fore, the social character of man is determined

by his class status. As the class status of one

person is different from that of another, so is

his social character. In the past, Mencius,
Kautze, Hsuntzc’ and others had argued
“whether human nature was good or evil”

without ever achieving any result. This

was because they did not understand or de-

liberately waniEd to COVel‘ up the class dif-

ferences in the social character of man. In a

class society men's ideas of good and evil are

different. What is regarded as good by the

exploiters is regarded as evil by the exploited,
and vice versa. Naturally, to discuss the ques-
tion as to whether human nature is good or

evil without taking into consideration the rela-

tionship of classes will get us nowhere. Like-

wise, if we do not adopt the proletarian stand-

point we cannot judge how good or how had

certain people are, still less can we judge the

party spirit of these people.

The class character of man is determined

by his class status. That is to say, it a given
group of people have for a long time held the

status of a given class, i.e., a given position
in social production, and have for a long time

produced, lived and struggled in a given man-

ner, they will create their particular mode of

life and their particular interests, demands,

psychologies, ideas, customs, viewpoints, man-

ners and relations with other groups of people
and things, etc. All these are difi'erent from,
or contrary to, those created by other groups
of people. In this manner the particular charac-

teristics of men, their particular class character,
are formed.

‘

As men of different classes in society have
dlfl'erent interests, demands, ideas and customs,
so they have different ways of looking at, and

different policies in dealing with, everything
in society and history—such as politics, econo-

From the appendix In How to be A Good Comm1mm

:y
Llu shim-chi. published by the Foreign Languages

‘rcsl, Peking (English Ed. in pages). An introduction
a

the book appeared in People's china 1952. No. l.
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mics, culture, etc. The ruling classes enact

laws and systems in accordance with their in-

terests, demands and viewpoints. As a result,
all political, economic and cultural systems in

society become tools of the ruling classes and

all are permeated with a class character.

In a class society all ideas, utterances, be»

haviour, social systems and doctrines of men

are permeated with a class character, repre-

senting the particular interests and demands

of certain classes. From the different demands,

doctrines, ideas, utterances and behaviour oi

men, we can find out their difieyent class

character.

For example, the method of production of

natural agricultural economy and handicraft

industry is the basis of feudal society. In

Such production the feudal lords are in a posi-
tion to exploit the surplus labour of the peas

sants. They do not work but raly upon land

rent and curves as a means of living. There.

fore they want to get hold of more land and

to possess it permanently. They demand that

the peasants pay more land rent and contribute

more unpaid services, and recognise as justi-
fied their right of trampling on and exploiting
the peasants, thus giving rise to their feudal

sectionalism, swallowing-up of others, extrava-

gance, laziness, cruelty and social rank. Such

are the characteristics of the feudal class.

The method of machine production in

modern industry is the basis of capitalist socien‘.

In such production the bourgeoisie own the

means of production and all the products with

which to Exploit the surplus labour of the

proletariat. Their livelihood is dependent upon

the surplus value created by the workers, Such

being the case, they want free buying and

selling of commodities and of labour POW“

and free competition. They use economic

means to destroy their competitors and “7

create for themselves an economic and palm”]
monopoly. They claim the inviolabiliiy "1

‘All three were leading Confucian scan!“ 0‘ “'

latter part of the Chou dynalty (c. ins-ass 35.). 1110

held difierent views wiih regard to human name. ”no?
was or the opinion that human nature is primarily '

,'
asunize regarded it as evil while Kama ”“1"“ W

n was likely to change.

PM?” ”W

their private property and demand that the

workers give their surplus labour in greater

quantity (longer working hours and speed-up)

and in better quality (better and more ex»

pcrienced skill) for less pay. They also want

the workers to recognise as justified their right

to become rich and to monopolise the wealth

of society, thus giving rise to their competition,

monopoly, extravagance and the centralised

and mechanical character of their organisation.
Such are the characteristics of the bourgeoisie.

Take the case of the peasants. The pea<

sants have for a long time been tied to the

land and have been engaged in production in

a form that is scattered, independent, simple,

self-sufi-icing and with little mutual coopera-

tion. Their way of life is simple and indivi-

dualistic and they bear the burden of land rent

and unpaid services, etc. Thus, the ground is

prepared for their lax ways, conservatism,

narrowrmindedness, backwardness, outlook as

of private owners, revolt aminat the feudal

lords and their demand for political equality,
etc. Such are the characteristics of the peasantry.

The proletariat are concentrated in big in-

dustries, carrying on production with a minute

division of labour; all their actions are govern-

ed by machines and mutual dependence; they

are wage-labourers who sell their labour power

and who do not possess any means of producA

tion; they rely on wages as a means of livelihood

and their basic interests do not connict with

those of other tellers. Hence the ground is pre-

pared for their great solidarity, mutual co-

operation, sense or organisation and discipline,

progressive outlook and demand for public

ownership of property, revolt against all ex-

ploiters, militancy, tenacity, etc. Such are the

characteristics of the proletariat.

All exploiting classes deceive and oppress

the exploited and fight among themselves for

the surplus products or surplus value of the

exploited, thus giving rise to their deceitful-

ness, oppression of man and mutual plunder-

ing. Many wars in history were caused by the

exploiting classes fighting among themselves

over the seizure and division or the surplus

products and surplus value produced by the

exploited.

A feature common to all exploiters is that

they build their happiness upon the sufferings

of other people. Sacrificing the happiness of

all mankind or the great majority of the people,
subjecting them to hunger, cold and humilia-

tion in order to provide special privileges and
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special enjoyment for an individual or for a

small number of people—such is the founda.

tion of the “noble character", “greatness" and

“respectability" and moral basis of all ex-

ploiters.

The reverse is the case with the proletariat
and the Communists. They want to build

their happiness upon the basis of sharing their

happiness with all others. In the struggle for

the emancipation of the broad masses of the

working people and of all mankind, they seek

to emancipste themselves and eliminate the

special privileges of the small number ofkpeo-
ple. Such is the foundation of the noble

character, greatness, respectability and the

moral basis of the Communists.

Such are the various class characteristics

of men in a class society. These class charac-

teristics are gradually formed as a result of

the specific position of men who engage for

a long time in production, their specific rela-

tions of production and specific way of life.

They become a kind of nature of men. This

nature is social in character.

Party spirit is the highest crystallisation
of such class characteristics of men. Therefore

men possess party spirit of various kinds: the

party spirit of the feudal class, the bourgeoisie,
the proletariat, etc. .

The Party spirit of a Communist is the

highest crystallisation of the class character,

the substance and the interests of the pro-

letariat. The stealing and cultivation of a

Communist in the Party spirit is the lemould—

ing of his substance.

The Communist Party should develop the

many great and progressive characteristics of

the proletariat to the highest level. Every

Communist should remould himself in 3CCOT«

dance with these characteristics and equip
himself with these excellent characteristics.

This is the remoulding of substance. All Party

members who do not come from the ranks of

the industrial workers possess non-proletarian

characteristics, and therefore need all the more

to be remoulded.

Nor are the characteristics of the prole—

tariat unchangeable. It was in the course of

the birth and growth of the proletariat that

the characteristics of the proletariat took shape,

grew and finally gave rise to Marxism»

Leninism. During the period of Socialist

transformation in the future and the period

when Socialism is passing into Communism,
the proletariat will continuously change society
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and the substance of mankind, and at the same

time, its own substance and characteristics. In

Communist society class distinctions between

men will die out and so will the class charac»

teristics of men. Then the common character

of mankind, namely common human nature, will

be formed. This represents the entire process

of the remouldmg of the substance of mankind.

However, in the history of the world only

the Communists and Marxists recognise their

own Party spirit and class character as well

as those of all other people and of all historical

and social matters. This is also due to the

fact that the special class status of the prole‘
tariaL enables the Communists to openly re—

cognise and declare this truth. The declaration

of this truth does no harm to the proletariat
but deals a serious blow to the Exploiting

classes, for their treachery is exposed and they
will be placed in a more difiicult position to

uphold the interests of a small number at

people. None of the other parties or classes

admit their party spirit and class character

and they try to describe themselves as if they

were “supenparty” or “supervclass”. As a

matter of fact, behind this nonsense about

“supcr»party” and “super-class” are hidden 3:

many vested interests as there are exploiting
classes. Before the exploited, they dare not

admit their party spirit and class character.

Because of their illusions and ignorance the

patty—bourgeoisie accept this fallacy of “super-

party", “super-class".

The petty-bourgeoisie is characterised by

its indulgence in illusions and by its fear of

serious practice and struggle.

Chou En-lai’s Message of Support to the Non-White

Peoples of South Africa
A message to the 20th annual conference of the South African Indian Congress

expressing the Chinese people's full support for the non-white peoples of South Africa

in their just struggle against racial discrimination and national oppression was sent by

Premier Chou En-lai on January 19, 1952.

In their letter to Premier Chou, requesting a message of support, the joint honorary

secretaries of the South African lndian Congress YA, Cachalia and D.U. Mistry wrote

that the 20th annual conference “will be one of the most important in the history of

the national liberation movement in South Africa,”

common struggle against certain unjust and racially discriminatory laws of the govern<

ment of the Union,” and “will mark a new era in the fight for emancipation from op-

pressiun and tyranny."

The statement of the Congress, attached to the letter, pointed out that the tide of

national oppression had caused bitter resentment among the non-white peoples of the

The Joint Planning Council of the African National Congress and the South

African Indian Congress had decided on mass action should the Malan government fail

land.

to repeal the discriminatory laws.

“We need the friendship and support of the rest of the world in our just and

legitimate fight for securing fundamental rights.
Africa with keen interest and your support in the past has been of inestimable value to

us. We sincerely thank you for your past assistance and request you to send us a message

of support to our conference," the letter from the joint secretaries concluded.

In his reply Premier Chuu En-lai said:

“On behalf of the Chinese people, I quy support the just struggle of the non—White

The conference “will decide on a

You have followed our plight in South

peoples (including Indians and other Asian peoples) in South Africa against racial diS-

crimination and national oppression and for fundamental rights, The Chinese people Wh“

have stood up fully understand and have deep sympathy for the sufferings of the no!!-

white people in South Africa and all other oppressed nations, and believe they will 09“

tainly achieve freedom, prosperity and emancipation through their persistent struggle-
I wish the Congress success in contributing much to the cause of national liberation from

oppression and tyranny."

people's CW

Some Facts on Prices in China

Chen Chun

When the great Latin-American poet,

Pablo Neruda of Chile, visited the People's

Republic of China last October, he said in

telling his impressions to the Chinese poet Emi

Siao: “After only two years, in such a vast

country with such a huge population, you have

succeeded in producing food and clothing which,

though not all of high quality, suffices to meet

the demands of the people. This is really no

small success and it surprised me.”

Neruda saw how things in China really

are. The people of India, who in 1951 received

over half a million tons of grain from New

China to alleviate the food shortage in their

own country, can also testify that the Chinese

people not only have enough to eat but are in

a position to help friendly neighbours. That

the Chinese people are now adequately fed

and clothed for the first time in centuries is

due, in large part, to the stabilisation and

planned adjustment of prices in China in the

past two years.
'

Improved Livelihood

Liberation found the country in the grip
of malignant inflation which had lasted through
the last twelve years of reactionary Kunmin-

tang rule and was characterised, at its peak,

by annual price-rises of a thousandfold and

more. In these circumstances, it was a great

achievement that prices rose only 93.2 per cent

from 1949 to 1950 at a time when the civil

War on the mainland was still not over and

the economic policies of the People’s Govern-

ment were only just launched Between

December 1950 and December 1951 under con-

ditions where a great national effort was being
put forth to support the Chinese people’s volun-

teers in Korea, to finance the liberation of Tibet

and carry out large—smile plans of rehabilitation

and reconstruction, prices rose only 13.8 per

cent.

This price—rise, however, differed funda-

mentally from those in capitalist countries

where every upward movement of prices pro-

duces a decline in the living standards of the

masses. It was a planned adjustment, taking
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place in the midst of an unprecedented advance

in the living standards and consumption of the

Chinese people. During the period the average

purchasing power throughout the country rose

by 30 per cent. Individual areas recorded an

even greater improvement.

. The rise in purchasing power was most

notable among the peasants. Freed by the

land reform from crushing burdens of debt and

rent, they also benefited greatly from the

planned price-rise of certain agricultural pro—

ducts, for which they had received too little in

the past.

The purchasing power of the workers in

industry also increased. Money wages rose

more than prices and their real value was in—

creased Furthermore, it must be remembered

that wages of workers and government cadres

are based on a system of parity units repre~

senting definite amounts of various commodities

of daily use (cereals, coal, salt, cloth, etc.) and

vary in money value along with these com-

modities. As a result, price fluctuations, if

any, do not affect the purchasing power of such

wage earners. Stability of the Workers’ living

standards is thus firmly guaranteed. This

situation, which any capitalist country with a

much stronger industry than China yet pos—

sesses may well envy but cannot possibly

duplicate, provides clear proof of the superiority
of the New Democratic system.

Under the New Democracy, price rises,

where they occur, are qualitatively different

from those due to the anarchic operation of the

capitalist “free market”. They do not happen

“spontaneously" but are planned to benefit the

balance of the whole economy. In 1950, the

People’s Government successfully stabilised the

prices of the most essential commodities such

as grain and cloth, with consequent beneficial

effect on the security of livelihood of the people.

In 1951, it had already achieved control over

the entire range of prices and was able to make

adjustments as needed allowing some prices

to go up and freezing or lowering others. Thus,
while payments to agricultural producers went

up, prices of many types of industrial equipment

were kept entirely unchanged.



Having said this, we may proceed to con-

sider the situation in greater detail.

Planned Price Adjustments

During 1951, according to figures made

public by the Ministry of Trade, the price rise

per month never exceeded 8 per cent. In the

last three months, the index began to fall.

Taking December, 1950 as 100, it first rose to

115.2 in September, 1951 then declined to 115.1,
114.5 and 113.8 respectively in October, Novem—

ber and December.

Planned adjustment of prices is affect-

ed by the action of the government trading
organisations in accordance with the over-all

economic aims of the state. Two examples
will illustrate why and how such changes were

brought about. Since the purchasing power

of the people in general has been rising steadily,
the demand for cotton yarn and cloth exceeded

the supply in the first half of 1951. Govern-

ment trading organs which control the purchase
and sale or cotton yarn and cloth therefore

raised the prices of these commodities, to close

the temporary gap and maintain the stability
of prices in general. Later, in the winter,
when raw materials were more abundant and

the production of cotton yarn and cloth in-

creased, the government took the initiative in

reducing the prices again.
‘

In the harvest season (August and Septem-

ber) of last year the government also kept the

price of grain relatively low because the grain
was moist and therefore heavier. In Novem-

ber, when the humidity of the grain on the

market was getting lower, prices were raised

slightly. Cotton yarn, cloth and grain were not

the only commodities regulated in this way.

Prices of many other articles were similarly
adjusted by the government in furtherance of

the policy of serving the economic interests of

the masses.

In August, September and October 1951,
the government instituted price reductions for

salt, edible oils, sugar, coal, petroleum, gasoline,
steel plates, zinc plates and iron pipes. In

Tientsin, for example, these reductions varied

from 8.4 per cent in August to 6.6 per cent in

both September and October. In Shanghai,
they were 8.4 per cent, 7 per cent and 7 per
cent respectively.

Early in November, government trading
organisations further reduced the price of salt
and edible vegetable oil and decreased the price
of sugar by 4.5 per cent.

3

As a result, the prices of key subsidiary
foods were only 6.6 per cent higher at the am

of the year than they were at the bogiming
The price control and stabilisation policy at

the People’s Government, which now covm

most commodities, is one of the main guaran-

tees of sufficient food and clothing for the

people. It is also a prerequisite for planned
economic construction.

Rising Purchasing Power

The significance of the price adjustments
in 1951 difiers from that of 1950. In 1951 cam-

modity prices, particularly those of certain

industrial products, rose slightly in relation In

those of certain agricultural products, as the

following table shows:

Wholesale Price Index of some Product: in

Six Main Cities in December 1951'

(With December 30, 1950 as 100)

Agricultural Commodities Index

Grains . . . . 1132

Subsidiary foods . 106.6

Industrial Commodities 1min

Cotton Yarn to cloth 119.1

Industrial equipment 121.3

(-rheae or main cities are: Shanghai, Tients'in,

Hankow, Canton, Ckungkiny and. Slim.)

This slight controlled rise of prices in 1951,

however, must be viewed on the background

of the rise in purchasing power of the masses

and the further radical progressive changes in

the Chinese people's economic life.

In 1951, the purchasing power of the

masses grow with an amazing speed—at a con-

servative estimate, by approximately 30 per

cent over 1950. Available data for various

areas show that the purchasing power of

peasants in the Northeast rose, in 1.951, by 40

per cent to 50 per cent as compared with 1950.

In the Southwest (including Szechuan, Yunnan.

Kweichow and Sikang provinces) peasant pur-

chasing power rose 60 per cent over the pre‘

liberation level. In Chekiang province it r059

60 per cent; in the tea-producing area of 111‘

northern part of Anhwei province it doubled-

In other areas including those inhabited by W

national minorities, peasant purchasing 12W"

rose from 20 per cent to 60 per cent.

During 1951 home trade, particularly bfi‘

tween town and country, rapidly increasB‘l

Native products and many farm by-Pmd‘ms
brought handsome returns to the product5
Prices for wool and may oil, for exampleY Wmd'

were previously unreasonably low, double:l
”1

even increased several times in certain 1115‘“

people’s CM“

Workers' basic wages also rose. In the

Northeast, for instance, they were 163 pér cent

higher in 1951 than in 1950. As a result, the

over—all demand {or industrial goods sharply
increased. Such commodities as cloth, coal,

matches, cigarettes and glassware which a year

ago were supposed to be sufiering from “over-

production" could now hardly satisfy the ever-

increasing demand. In October, last year, the

amount of cloth sold by the state trading com-

panies was about double that sold in the cor-

responding period ot 1950.

The prices of some industrial commodi-

ties were bound to rise slightly therefore,

owing to the fact that the purchasing power

at the masses and particularly of tbelpeasants
has been increasing steadily while the output

of industrial goods has not as yet caught‘up
with the people’s needs. Such a phenomenon
is only natural in the present process of eco—

nomic reconstruction and rehabilitation after

years of reactionary mismle and imperialist

exploitation and impoverishment of the country.

The 13.8 per cent rise in commodity prices last

Year is therefore actually a reflection of the

rising purchasing power of the people.

State-Trading Regulates Market Prices

The price stabilisation and adjustments

during the past year demonstrate that the state

trading organisations, which are Socialist in

nature, have strengthened their control over

the market throughout the country. The official

plices of various commodities fixed by the

State-owned trading companies keep the market

Siabihsed at such levels as are most beneficial

la production, safeguard the living standards

0’ the toilers and pave the Way to Socialism.

‘

There is no need to imagine what the price

Stuation would be in a country such as China
If the people’s state trading organisations were

Pnable to exercise such control. The years of

inflation stand as sufficient example. Their

rePetition is now excluded by the growing
mength of smte trade which has shown its

“my to regulate prices in 1950 and 1951. This

“'Ength springs from the fact that state trading
“Hans hold suflicient steaks of commodities td

mnlrul the market. .

The chief emphasis in this respect is

l‘alllrally on those commodities which decisively
11:finance the prices of other commodities On

January 4, 1951, for instance, the Committee
“f Financial and Economic Affairs of the Con-

1'31 People‘s Government imposed controls on
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transactions in cotton yarn ahd cloth. Simul-

taneously. inspired by the spirit of patriotism,
the peasants of the cotton-producing areas

responded to the call of the Chinese Communist

Party and the People’s Government and volun-

tarily sold part or all of their stocks of cotton

to the state. These stocks were then distributed

according to plan to all the cotton mills, both

state and privately owned.

In September and October last year, the

government bought 70 per cent more cotton

than in the corresponding period of 1950. Last

November it purchased 146.54 per cent more.

Responding to the appeal made by the People’s
Government and their own trade unions, textile

workers all over the country launched a cam-

paign to increase production in the months of

November and December last year. As a

result, production rose to a point more than

sufficient to meet current needs. The surplus

provided a reliable reserve to be used in main-

taining the stability of commodity prices. The

government also kept an abundant reserve of

grain in hand, which was accumulated through

collection of agricultural taxes in kind and

state bulk purchases. Government wheat

buying was much greater in 1951 than in 1950.

Control of large stocks of these key commodi-

ties is of decisive influence in the market.

By making purchases in good time, the

state trading organisations were able to main-

tain prices stable and even reduce some sub-

stantially during the New Year festival. This

is unprecedented in contemporary Chinese his-

tory. In the old days, prices generally rose or

even doubled at such festivals. State shops

also made large reductions ranging up to 10

per cent.

In her foreign trade, New China has

another reliable reserve with which to imple<
ment her price policies. Since liberation, trade

with the Socialist Soviet Union and the People’s

Democracies developed rapidly on a basis of

equality and mutual benefit. From these

fraternal nations, China is able to fill out its

needs in industrial equipment, transportation
materials and various machine tools. Such

imported goods have played an important part

in stabilising China‘s commodity prices and

strengthening her over-all economic position.

It is notable that in 1950, China achieved a

favourable balance of foreign trade for the first

time in seventy—three years.

The successes of the price policy of the

people‘s China mirror the brilliant results of
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her economic construction plans in various

fields. During the past year, the state budget

approached a balance. Agricultural and in‘

dustrial production have increased steadily on

the basis of the results of the land reform and

the revolutionary zeal of the workers and

peasants. Chinese currency has increased in

foreign-exchange value. During the past eigh—
teen months of war in Korea, the exchange
position of the Chinese currency has improved
in relation to the US. dollar by more

than 40 per cent. This is further evidence of

the supEfiority of China‘s New Democratic

economic, social and political system over that

of capitalism.

Early in 1950, less than half a year alter

the founding of New China, a price line was

established and held Since then, full control

over prices has been established with all its

immense benefits to the people. To many it

seemed a miracle. Actually, it was the natural

outcome of the system of the New Democracy,
the leadership of the working class and the

Chinese Communist Party, The enemies oi

the People’s Republic of China will never

understand such things. But its friends will

both understand and rejoice.

Thirty Unforgettable Bays
Ileana ltaceanu

Chairman of the Rumam'an Cultuml Delegation to China.“

I have spent thirty days in your magnifi-
cent Chinese People's Republic. I have visited

towns and villages, factories and cultural

institutions; I have admired the marvellous

achievements of \the Chinese people in the last

two years. I have seen the close links between

the Chinese people and its leaders, and‘first

of allkthe close links belwefm the Chinese

people and its Communist Party headed by

Comrade Mao Tseetung, who has led the work-

ing class and the whole people from victory
to victory. I have talked with dozens and

dozens of people and all of them have expressed
the aspirations of the hundreds of millions of

people, to wit, to live in peace. to build thEir

new country rapidly, to liquidate as quickly

as possible all the signs reminding them that

China was a country enslaved by feudalism and

imperialism.
In those thirty days I have sash the

deep spirit of patriotism and internationalism

of the people, that finds its highest expression
in the aid given to the Korean people against

imperialist aggression. This spirit is shared

by young and old, by men and women. They
have only one desire: to defend peace. To this

end, they are prepared to make any sacrifice.

This huge mass movement against imperial
list aggression has impressed me deeply. I

have admired with all my heart the magnifi-
cent Chinese volunteers who defend peace by
fighting on the Korean front. There, on the

’lleana Raceanu is the Minister 01 Education of the

Run-lamina Democratic People's Republic. The delegation
which she headed signed the SinovRumcmian Cultural.
(Ia-common. Agreement in Peking on December 12. 1951.
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front, not only do they give fraternal aid in

the Korean people, not only do they defend

their own country, but they are contributing

mightily to the defence of world peace. 1 have

seen some of them leaving for the front, the

happiness of a duty voluntarily undertaken and

confidence in victory lighting up their eyes.

Such people are invincible. They know that

they are defending the cause of the whole oi

progressive mankind; they are proud to fight
in the vanguard of the camp of peace headed by
the Soviet Union and the great Stalin.

During the time we spent in the Peop1e’s

Republic of China, we were surrounded with

the greatest and most sincere friendship. I

want to avail mySEIf of this opportunity to

express not only the thanks of our delegation.

but also the fact that our people chErish the

same deep and lasting friendship for the Chinese

people.

When we return to our country, we will

tell of everything we have seen in the greai

China which is rapidly being transformed by

the efforts of the people, led by Comrade Mao

Tse-tung along the road pioneered by the

glorious Soviet experience. We will use what

we have seen in China in order to strengthen

still more the friendship between our peoples.

who are both fighting for the same cause.

We leave your country with an increased

confidence that the forces of peace will detect
the imperialist aggressors, that the 1993994“?!
peoples headed by the great Stalin will build

the new and happy life that is desired by all

the ordinary, honest people all over the Wmd'

pgo’pWs China

Another Grave Move Towards War
By the U.S. imperialists

The following is the full text of the statement by Chang Han-tn, vice-

minister for Foreign Affairs of the Central People’s Government‘lsaued on

January 22, denouncing the U.S.-Yoshida plot to conclude a Japanese “peace

treaty” with the remnant reactionary Kunmintang clique in Taiwan.

On January 16, 1952 Tokyo and Washing-

ton simultaneously released a letter, dated

December 24, 1951 from the prime minister

of the reactionary Japanese government,

Shigeru Yoshida, to the representative of the

imperialist government of the United States,

John Foster Dulles.

In the letter, Shigeru Yoshida declared:

“My Government is prepared as soon as legally

possible to conclude with the National Govern-

ment of China, if that government so desires,

a treaty which will reestablish normal relations

between the two governments in conformity

with the principles set out in the multilateral

treaty of peace. The terms of such a bilateral

treaty shall, in respect to the Republic of

China, be applicable to all territories which

are now, or which may hereafter be, under

the control of the National Government of the

Republic of China."

We consider this letter to be conclusive

evidence of the collusion between the reac-

tionary government of defeated Japan with

American imperialism in preparing a new

aggressive war against the people and the

territory of China. This letter is another

provocation of the imperialist government of

the United States and the reactionary govern»

ment of defeated Japan against the People's

Republic of Chinae—the most serious and most

flagrant provocation since the conclusion of the

San Francisco “peace treaty" with Japan in

September 1951.
i

As early as September 18, 1951 Chou

En~lai, foreign minister of the Central People’s

Government: of the People’s Republic of China,

pointed out that “the separate ‘peace treaty'

with Japan which was concluded under the

coercion of the U.S. government and without

the participation of the People’s Republic of

China at the San Francisco conference is not

only not an over-all peace treaty but is in no
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way a genuine treaty. It is only a treaty for

reviving Japanese militarism, a treaty of

hostility towards China and the Soviet Union,

a menace to Asia and a preparation for a new

war of aggression."

It can be seen from this that the letter

addressed to the us. government by the

Yoshida government on December 24, 1951

giving assurances that it was ready to conclude

a “peace treaty” with the remnant Chinese Kuo<

mintang reactionary clique in Taiwan is in fact

a further development of the San Francisco

illegal “peace treaty'K No one can fail to under~

stand that the U.S. imperialist government is

now trying, through an utterly illegal “peace

treaty", to link up the reactionary Japanese

government it has fostered with the remnant

Chinese Kuomintang reactionary clique in

Taiwan, seeking thus to create a military

threat' to the People’s Republic of China, and

in this way to prepare for a new war of

aggression in the Far East.

Confronted with this aggressive plot of the

enemy, the Chinese people will certainly not

relax their vigilance. The Chinese people,

who defeated the Japanese aggressors and the

Chiang Kai‘shek Kuomintang brigands and are

now smashing UtS. aggression in Korea, have

full confidence that they can crush any aggres-

sive plan on the part of the [LS-Japanese

reactionaries and the traitorous Chiang KaL

shek clique.

It should be pointed out that this shame-

less act of the Yoshida government of Japan

is in direct contradiction to the desire of all

the peace-loving people of Japan to end the

state of war between the People‘s Republic of

China and Japan and to resume peaceful rela-

tions between the two countries. It is well.

known that the Yoshida government has, over

'

a long period and at a consistently increasing

pace, been openly betraying the national
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interests of Japan, After signing the San

Francisco “peace treaty” and the bilateral

U.S.7Japan “security pact” last year, the Yoshida

government has now promised to conclude a

“peace treaty" with the remnant Chinese Kuo-

mintang reactionary clique in Taiwan and has

declared that it will continue to assist in the

execution of aggressive measures adopted by
American imperialism against Korea and China.

In so doing, it has completely turned itself into

an instrument of American imperialist aggres-

sion in Asia

Clearly, the Yoshida government is trying
its utmost to drag the Japanese people into

the bottomless abyss of preparations for

another war gamble. The Chinese people are

fully aware that Japan today is in fact under

American imperialist military occupation, and

that the reactionary clique headed by Yoshida

can no more represent the Japanese people
than can the remnant Chinese Kuomintang
reactionary clique headed by Chiang Kai-she}:

the Chinese people.

Vniile the Yoshida government is giving
assurances to the United States government
that it will conclude a “peace treaty” with the

remnant Chinese Kuomintang reactionary

clique. we the Chinese people would like once

more to make it clear to the Japanese people
that We earnestly hope for independenCE,
democracy. peace and progress for the Japanese

people, that the Chinese people fully sym—

pathise with and support the Japanese people's
struggle against military occupation by
American imperialism, against the traitorous

policy of the Japanese reactionary clique,
against the San Francisco “peace treaty",
against the bilateral “security pact" between

the United States and Japan, and against the

Yoshida government‘s plot to conclude with
the remnant Kuomintang reactionary clique
a “peace treaty“ aimed at waging aggressive
war. The Chinese people are convinced that

American imperialism and the Japanese
reactionary clique will inevitably meet with

utter defeat and that the Japanese people will

inevitably win the final victory.

It should also be pointed out that it was

only after the U.S. imperialist government had

acquired the support of a number of notorious
imperialist countries, especially the support of
the British government, that in recent years
the US. government was able, step by step, to
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“Resist American Aggression and Aid Korea!”
no {1an documentary from the Peking Film Studlol Iella the

story of the Victorian. and heroic struggle of the Korean people and

the Chlnece people's volunteers zplnst the Amerlcln invaders

realise its plot of rearming Japan, reviving
Japanese militarism, acting with hostility to-

wards China and the Soviet Union, menacing
Asia, carrying out aggressive war in Korea and

I
occupying Taiwan.

Stills From the Film
.

Since the conclusion of the Second World

War, the British government’s policy towards

the U.S. government has always been one of

betraying the interests of the British people
and of object servility towards the us. govern-
ment, Since the British government partici—
pated in the San Francisco “peace conference"

and hastened to be among the first to ratiiy
the unilateral “peace treaty” with Japan, it

cannot but submit to the Us. government's
policy of forcing the Japanese government to

promise to conclude a “peace treaty” with the

remnant Chinese Kuomintang reactiona .

clique, of acting with hostility to the Chin

people and of intensifying the preparati-
for a new aggressive War in the For E

There is no doubt that the policy pursued h

the British government of servility towar-

America is not a policy to avert war, but rathe

one which is, step by step, dragging the British

people and the peoples within the orbit of the

British Empire into the abyss of war.

The children at new Korea look out on a peacelul,

blossoming land

Not only Britain, but any country which

meekly allows itself to follow a policy of sub.

mission to the United States and to be the

accomplice of the United States gGVEl‘nment,

will inevitably confront its people with the

threat of war,

In order to stop and smash the machina-

tions of American imperialism in reviving
Japanese imperialism to launch an aggres.

sivc war in Asia, and in order to safeguard
peace in Asia and the Fa: East, the Chinese

people have exerted, and will continue to exert

their supreme efforts. The Sine-Soviet Treaty
of Friendship, Alliance and Mutual Assistance.

the conclusion and existence of whicb is a

further powerful guarantee for peace and

security in the Far East, is now proved to be

all the more significant.

We, the Chinese people, firmly believe

that peace will certainly conquer war. The

people of Japan, the United States and Britain
should unite with the people of the Asian

countries in the struggle to crush the plot for
a

new war by the government of the United

States and its Japanese lackeyst \

People’s Chino é;
‘

Korea's manhood springs to arms against the aggressor



Korean Villagers greet the advancing Volunteers. avengers of theirThe us aggl‘essors carry their indiscriminate bombing m the Yalu The Chinese people volull onsanas lo lid Korea and repel
lnrlured landand bvyond into Chinese lorrimry the aggressor. Shihchingsh kers give a rousing send-m lo

their can‘la.\r volunleered

A Film 0‘ ople's War
The cent"! theme I)! Altl’lallnn Ind Ald

Korea!“ is the lrulh mixer! must learn—the

People are im‘ will wnqner wu‘

Korean People's Army-
mall and Chinese people's
volunteer stand on guard
over liberated Korea

people's forces go
into action ln North

Korea during their VIC-

torious campaign

emem of supplies lo the mmg‘‘
fighter! in die trenches The us imperialisls are powerless lo slop the muv

Korean women brill



Cultural Front

Twelve cinema workers jolmd
Chinese people’] volunteers

_‘ on they crossed the Yllu river

flute autumn of 1950 M go {a the

of the Korean people. They
dud with the people'l foxes,
(in: and chasing the enemy

-way across Korea. They took
. in the major campaigns. On

occasions they themselves tank up

arms. In the Tamil; river bottle

three cameraman captured three

Americans. After a year of War}!

the team brought back the raw

material or Resist American Aggres-
sion and Aid Kafeu, the most

moving documentary seen in

China since the Sinu-SOViet made

Victory of the Chinese People.

An
ellellly armoured column. wrecked in the Yunshan

campaign that throw tho invaders back from the Yolu

This new documentary is worthy
of the simple and coungeaus

people who are its heroes and

heroines. It is an epic of our time.
an unforgettable record or the

heroism or the Korean and the

Chinese people and the unbeliev-

] able bestiality or the American
. invaders. It was made at the cost

oi the lile or one of its creators.

Determined Like all his colleagues
to record the truth in its most

vii-id appearances. young photo-
graphcr Yang She-chung sacrificed
his Lila in action

This lilmis a matusc'work of art

that hilly reflects the rich experi-
ence built up by New China’s lllm

may in the past two years.

he tam was led by Hsu Hsino-

fioz. Stalin prize-winner and one

of file mm of the memo-

rable Victory at the Chinese People.
no Sub-fab, who arranged the
mural score for this twhour min
mun the Peking Film studio also

collaborated on that masterpiece.
Wm Chen, the woman editor,
hogan film work only alter the
liberation. Al China. poet and vice»

suitor—in-chlet or People-r Liter.

azure, wrote the eloqumt com-

mentaryr

Astheflrstfilmtobeshawnin

1952, Resin American Aggresman‘
and Aid Korea was screened in 255
cinemas in why-four titles of

China. In shanghai alone, one day
before its pumice, six hundred

“Resist American Aggressi
and Aid Korea!”

The people celebrate

their victories

On the road to the

front in the battle for

FEECE and heedom

February 1, 1952

An Outstanding Documentary

and forty thousand people had

already made advance bookings.

Red-ft American Aggression Mill

Aid Kano hos a thane that grips
the imagination of the mass- at

the world today. It shows how the

people, unused and resolutely
devowd to the great (muse of peace

ind freedom. can defeat the strong-
est imperialist powar.

The turn opens with scenes or

the pcacetul lire or the Korean

peopler Then we see that arch

warmonger John Foster Dulles

leading discussion over a strategic

map on the 38th parallel. These

shots are horn is captured Amer-

ican newsreel. Only tour days
alter the events they portrayed. the

American-engineered invasion 0!

North Korea began. We see Korea's

towm turned into raging inlernos

by us, napalm bombs. and the

Korean people springing to arms to

protect their homes and Mother-

land.

The Yeople'! War

Then come the American raids

across the Yslu, the killing a!

Chinese civilians, A Chinese mother

speaks: “Now we must defend our

Motherland!" Thousands of patrio.
tic youths leave factories, tar-ms

and colleges to volunteer for the

Korean front. They carry south

with them the burning determina-

tion or 475 million people to smash

the aggressor.

The camera takes us into Koren

with the volunteers and the Korean

People's Army. We see the crimes

of the invaders, scenes or indiscri-

minate bombing and murder. We

share the wrath at the fighters
why) they go into action against

the criminals in the Yunshan

battle. at the Changchin reservoir

campaign and the liberation or

Pyongyang. We see the laces at

the heroes who brought victory to

the people‘s arms: Kim 11 Sung.

leader or the Korean people. Pong

Teh-huai, commander of the volume

Ieersr

Then come shuts which bring

home the nature of a people's

War: the mother with her baby at

"Resist American Aggression and Aid Korea!"

her back helping to repair a read

to thc iront; peasants organising
stretcher—nearer teams; workers

launching cmulstion drives to aid

the volunteers; lamps of Chinghni

province leading the now at gifts

rrom Buddhists to buy a plane, In

par Sinkiang, the people dance as

they deliver their gifts or grain.

Peace-loving people all over the

world support the just struggle.

Wagon loads or gins are transport—

ed to the Korean people and their

brothers-in-amis lrorn the pater-

nal democracies.

Peng Chen, vice-chairman or the

china Peace Committee, commends

this popular film as “an honest

historical record of a high ideolo-

gical level militant inspiring
it is an outstanding achieve-

ment both politically and artisti-

cally. Many sequences impress
themselves with particular force.

The shots at volunteers and peasant
auxiliaries moving up to a new

position suggest with extraordinary

skill the living contact between

the men and the soil they defend.

Camauflaged, the people's lighters
seem to merge into and emerge

from the landscape. The very trees

seem to bemhto shelter then-i til-om

enemy planes. As they sit in their

new dugout: the enemy strains

them. There is a specially huge

explosion. The earth is fountained

into the air, then comes an apt shot

oi a Volunteer quietly smoking and

just flicking a piece of fallen earth

1mm his cap in a gesture of supreme

contempt for the enemy—a “paper-

tiger". This contempt is transformed

into power. We go with the vol-

unteers into an attack that leaves

an enemy armoured column a mass

of twisted wreckage and sends

more a! the arrogant invaders into

captivity.

It is an outstanding charac-
terisfic feature of th'E film that me

camera is not merely a recorder

but a participant in the action.

Optimism and revolutionary hero-

ism are interwoven throughout. It

mirrors the spirit of people who

have no doubts about the justice
of their cause or its and victory.
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P.O.W. BROADCASTS FROM KOREA

on Radio Peking

Transmissions at:

(1) 22.00—22.30 GMT

(2) 09.00— 9.25 GMT

(3) 13.307140!) GMT

metres; 640

metres: 700

metres; 720

metres; 6100

metres; 10260

metres: 11690

(06.00—06.30 Peking Time)
(1700—1725 Peking Time)
(21.30—22.00 Peking Time)

Wave Lengths and Frequencies:

Transmissions (1) A; (2):

kilncycles

kilucycles
kilncycles
kilocyCIES
kilocycles
kilocycles

19192 metres; 15060 kilocycles
19.77 metres; 15170 kilncyc‘es

Transmission (3):

428,57 metres; 700 kilocycltl
25.66 metres; 11690 known-1&5

19.92 metres; 15060 know!es


